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Best Ways to Match Your
Jewellery with Wedding Wear

The wedding bells have rung again and it’s
time for all the girls, ladies and men,
especially the brides and grooms in the
house to ensemble their look that is up to
style and fashion. Well, to many this task
seems tedious as you have to select your
favorite one from many options. No doubt
it is a difficult but the step after that is
much more confusing as you need to
match your jewellery with your outfits. It is
a step that could make or break your look.
From lehenga and sarees to sherwani, you
want to select your outfit with utmost
care.  You definitely don’t want to go
wrong. So, to help you all to complete your
amazing look into perfection, here are
some best ways to match your jewellery
and outfits, since these tips will go with
any kind of wedding wear

Image Source - Pooja Joseph Photography, Morvi Images Photography,

Outfit or Jewellery
This is one problem that is faced by many
people, what to but first – the outfit or the
jewellery. Our designers believe that it is
your jewellery that you should decide first
and then go for your lehenga, saree, suit
among others. The reason being that your
jewellery makes for a much larger
investment so choose the best suitable.
Your outfit can be matched or stitched
accordingly.

Layer it
Layering simply does not mean going for a
big set since that may look tacky. Instead, go
for a small piece along with one with a
longer chain. You can even opt for a choker
along with two chains differing in their
sizes.

https://www.wedamor.com/the-bridal-diet-dos-and-donts/
https://www.wedamor.com/the-bridal-diet-dos-and-donts/
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words of wisdom
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Neckline of Outfit
The important thing that you must
remember before buying jewellery is the
neckline of your blouse. Then you would
easily know which kind of jewellery would
match your outfit. If you have a deep
neckline you can opt for a choker or a
neckpiece close to your neck. To this, you
can add a rani haar. Further, your look
comes out best when the shape of your
jewellery is same as your neckline. Your
outfit’s work should match your jewellery.

Colour Contrast
There is a huge misconception that you
cannot contrast with colors. Nobody said if
you are wearing a red outfit you have to go
for rubies only. In fact, you will find that
contrasting the color of your jewellery
with your outfit results in a very graceful
and a beautiful look. You can always opt
for the same color but a darker shade of
the color in your jewellery.

Go for Golden
If you are still confused between many
options, the safest way around is to go for
gold. If you are opting for an outfit which
is a blend of many colors, then also the
attest choice would be gold as it does not
dilute the other colors and increases the
beauty. Gold goes best with a saree.

Dangling Earrings
One of the most beautiful pieces of
jewellery that go the best with anarkali
kurtis or other suits is the long dangling
earrings, ear-cuffs and jhumkas. Pick the
perfect colour contrast for those to make
your outfit even spectacular.

Kalgi enhances the beauty of a turban and
looks similar to a brooch. You can go for
kalgis with semi-precious stones, feathers
and pearls which will enhance your look.
Along with that, you can go with a
sophisticated watch, dupatta and cuff links.

Jewellery enhances your
complete look and becomes one
of the most important parts of
your trousseau. Hence, you
need to take special care of
what kind of jewellery would
you opt for to elevate your look
and slay this wedding season.

Dazzling Diamonds
Diamonds are a typical yet beautiful choice
for wedding jewellery They best
compliment gowns and long dresses and
hence should be your pick for your
engagement.

Kalgi/Sarpech and other

Accessories



Photo  Courtrsy - Chibber Studio

A blushing bride showing off her beautiful look before she
ties the knot



A gorgeous bride complimenting a beautiful gold jewellery set
Photo courtesy - Rivaah Tamil, Tanishq
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How to Select Best Jewellery Match-
Ups For Different Face Types

Since times immemorial, jewellery formed
an integral part of an Indian woman’s
attire. It is indeed, a predominant feature
of our culture. With changing times,
jewellery has come to be identified with an
individual’s personality. The past few
years have also seen a rise in the making of
contemporary designs and styles of
jewellery, specifically to meet different
face types and facial features. Jewellery
match-ups for different face types are,
therefore, an important aspect to be
considered while making a purchase or
attending a function or for day-to-day
wear.vOur guide on jewellery match-ups
for different face types helps you decide
how.  Keep reading to find out more!

Heart-shaped Face

The heart-shaped face can be identified by
a broad, curved forehead and a narrow,
sharp chin. Chokers, collar necklaces, or
any other style of close-to-the-neck
lengths are the ideal kind of neck pieces.
Any dangling, face-filling earrings which
are wider at the chin level are the perfect
fit for those with heart-shaped face.

Oval-Shaped face

This literally complements any style of
jewellery. Oval face can be identified as
one which is usually curved, with an equal
width at the forehead and chin. One with
such a face shape can pull off any neck
piece. However, with earrings, one needs
to avoid long-length earrings as they can
make your face look even longer than it
actually is. 

Left to Right- Heart-shaped face,
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Rectangular Face

The rectangular face or oblong face, is one
which has an equal width at the forehead,
centre and the chin, but is quite stretched
in length. Any jewellery worn must
camouflage the length and make the face to
appear wider than it is. Stud earrings or
any wide style of earrings such as
chandelier earrings must be preferred. For
necklaces, chokers, collar necklaces and
any short length necklaces are perfect.

Round-shaped Face

In contrast to the rectangular face,
jewellery for round-shaped face must
create an illusion of length to camouflage
the soft, curved and wide appearance of
the face. Therefore, vertical, narrow,
dangling style of earrings are the ideal
kind. Longer, lengthy necklaces which are
not close to the neck and which create a
“V” shape suit a round-shaped face and
help in countering the curvy face shape.

Square-shaped Face

A square-shaped face has sharp angles and
has an equal width throughout. The aim is
to soften the edges and lengthen the face.
Necklaces with curves and length are
therefore, the obvious picks. When it comes
to earrings, hoops, long, narrow chandelier
earrings are to be preferred. Studs are a big
no.

Diamond-shaped Face

Diamond face is just an angular version of
the oval face. It is slightly more dramatic
than the oval-shaped face. So, just like the
oval face, any kind of jewellery
complements the face shape. But, curve
designs should be preferred to soften the
angles. Also, to camouflage the length,
overly long earrings should be avoided.

words of wisdom

Jewellery is not just a beauty
addition but also an accessory
which defines one’s personality.
Therefore, it’s time to
accessorize right by choosing
the suitable one for you.

Left to Right - Top Row - Rectangular face, Round-shaped face

Bottom Row-  Square-shaped face, Diamond-shaped face

Image Source - outfittrends,



A groom preparing for his look for a royal wedding
Photo courtesy - Lin and Jirsa



How to care for your

Wedding Jewellwery

Vendor of the Fortnight

This edition's special

Here are a few tips that will help you

keep your wedding jewellery new

Kundan and Polki tend to lose its shine if exposed to
moisture. To preserve them, keep them wrapped in
butter paper or cotton within airtight containers to
keep their life longer.

Never clean Kundan and Poli with water or home
detergent. If you want to clean them, you can always
go for proessional cleaning from your jeweler.

To clean your gold and diamond jewellery, soak
them in a mixture of warm water with detergent
soap for a couple hours then wipe with a muslin
cloth softly. This will allow them to shine as good as
new.

Gold and diamond needs to be preserved separately
in velvet lined boxes. They may get scratched if they
collide with one another.

Cosmetics should be kept away from jewellery.
Always ensure to apply makeup, lotions etc. first
before wearing your jewellery. Same applies for
deodorants and perfumes.

Do not use toothpastes to clean your jewellery. Even
though it’s a common tip, toothpastes may contain
granules that can harm the metals or stones.

Gold can become dull when exposed to oil, chemicals
and water regularly. Gold is a soft metal and can
break easily. So, make sure to remove it before taking
a bath, showering or cleaning.

Diamonde Jewels is derived from the Sanskrit word DIA
which means light and French word MONDE which
means an empire ruled by a King or a Queen. It is a
designer jewellery house for Jadau Meena, Platinum
and Diamond jewellery which was initiated by Shri.
Chandanmal Danmal Soni in 1978.

Diamonde Jewels

http://www.diamondejewels.com
http://www.diamondejewels.com


Photo courtesy - Abhisakshi photography

Perfect pick of wedding jewellery by a bride, giving her a
mesmerising look
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Bridal jewellery is an essential part to
complete her overall look. The jewellery
also remains as a cherished possession
throughout the life of a bride. Hence, the
decision of that perfect jewellery is
extremely important for her. But since
these are pretty expensive purchases, they
need to be bought rationally. So here are a
few tricks and tips while buying the perfect
wedding jewellery that will help you cut
down on cost.

Set a Budget
Once you start looking at the different
designs and stones, it gets really tough to
make a choice which fits your pocket.
Instead, make a budget and start looking
for the jewellery that land in the particular
price range.

Decide your Jewellery
After setting the budget, decide the
jewellery you require BEFORE you decide
on your outfit. After the wedding, you will
wear your bridal outfits only occasionally
but you will use your jewellery more often
with several other outfits. So, it is
important to decide on jewellery that will
compliment anything you wear.

Best Cost Saving Tricks While
Buying Your Wedding Jewellery
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Words of wisdom

Images Source - koskii, prettypolka

Use Existing Gold
Living in an Indian household, you must
have witnessed gold in the form of chains,
rings or earrings that stay preserved in
lockers for ages. With the wedding
approaching, it is important to know that
old gold can be sold or melted to purchase
or create new jewellery. If you have gold
which is just sitting in your house, now is
the time to use it wisely.

Choker for the Win
Trendy and beautiful, choker necklaces
should totally be your pick instead of the
longer ones. They give an extremely
beautiful look and you can get them made
out of less gold and more of kundan with a
string tie-up to save the cost of gold ones.

Mix and Match
You can always go for that favourite
jewellery set that your mom has owned by
pairing it up with your new wedding
jewellery. Mix and match of old heirlooms
with new ones give a classic and loveable
touch to your overall look.

A lot of jewellery stores have no
or low making charges during
festivals, take advantage of it!
Imagine if you are going for a big
kundan set or even a 7-8T gold
set, it can save you a huge
amount in making charges only.



Photo courtesy - Momentz Gallery

A bride getting ready for her wedding in a gorgeous green
lehenga and matching jewellery



Photo courtesy - Viji Knr

Mesmerizingly beautiful bride getting dressed before taking
the vows



Essential Accessories That Fits
Best With Indian Bridal Jewellery
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On her wedding day, the bride is the centre of attraction, which means that the people notice every minute detail
about her. Be it her dress, her jewellery, her makeup, or her mehendi among others. The jewellery plays a very
important role in the overall look of the bride, making its choice very difficult. Hindu traditions prescribe the ‘Solah
Shringar’ or 16 adornments for the Indian bride to achieve the most exquisite and feminine look on her wedding day.
Of course, this cannot be achieved with the dress alone, making the jewellery a must to make a statement. Here are
some essential accessories that fits bet with Indian Bridal Jewellery.

Nath/Nosering
Earlier women used to get their nose
pierced to wear a nath, but with the
availability of clipped on nose rings, it
makes it easier for the modern bride.
Nath gives a really elegant look and is
an essential for Indian bridal jewellery.

Maang Tika
Another traditional accessory, maang
tika is worn on the hair and is visible
across the forehead. It’s a beautiful
piece of jewellery and makes a bride
look gorgeous after she drapes the
gunghatt over her head.

Neckpiece
The most important part of bridal
jewellery is the neckpiece. Nowadays,
a lot of designs in gold, diamond,
kundan, semi-precious stones etc. are
available to choose from. You can mix
and match neckpieces with chokers,
raani haar among others and get that
perfect Indian Bridal Jewellery.

Image Source - ezyshine, stylebees, Hitched and Cicked

https://www.wedamor.com/beautiful-hair-and-glowing-skin-care-tips-during-monsoon/
https://www.wedamor.com/beautiful-hair-and-glowing-skin-care-tips-during-monsoon/
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Earrings
Bridal earrings are heavy, dangling
jhumkas that match the overall
jewellery worn by the bride. Earlier
they were dome shaped but with the
changing trends, chandelier style of
earrings is in fashion. Kunda, semi-
precious or precious stones are
beautiful choices for earrings.

Rings/Haathphol
Make your mehendi coloured hands
even more beautiful by accessorising
them with rings. You can go with
haathphol which not only have rings
but also overs your hands and wrists
beautifully.

Anklets and toe rings
Your feet deserve the decoration too,
for which you can go for anklets and
toe rings. Heavy anklets with small
rings will make your feet even more
beautiful, enhancing your overall
look.

Words of wisdom
Accessories are extremely important for a
groom as well to look like the king on his
wedding day. There are a number of accessories
a groom can go for. Most important is the Kalgi
to be worn on the turban. The outfit can be
accompanied by a haar which can be made of
pearls or semi-precious stones. Along with that a
groom can also go for cuff links and juti
matching his sherwani and a stylish watch to
complete the royal look.

Image Source - pinterest, bollywoodshaadis, Nostalgia Photography
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Contact Us

Your search for a perfect Indian wedding magazine is over with Knit the Knot. It is a free
online wedding magazine featuring the latest trends in weddings, with new ideas, tips and
advice decoration ideas, wedding venue guides, honeymoon destinations and more to
help you plan your dream wedding.Whether it is for a wedding that you have always
envisioned or a honeymoon that will only corroborate your relationship with your
beloved, discover the best options available to you in your budget to make the day special.

Get in touch with us with your feedback and queries at -

    +91-7042-350-446

www.wedamor.com

Wedamor, C-2, 91Springboard, Sector 1,
Noida, UP-201301
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Previous Edition

Next Edition

Celebrity Weddings

End Year Special
.

Check out the previous issue
which includes the best moments
from this year's celebrity
weddings and everything you
need to know about the hidden
secrets behind. Anami Jewellers Pvt. Ltd.    K 94, Lajpat Nagar 2, New Delhi,     011 46580444

Our End year edition is going to be
a special one, an amalgamation of
the best of our past Knit the Knot
editions. Don't miss this one if you
love Indian weddings

https://www.facebook.com/anamijewellers/
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